The project addresses the customization of video stream transmission and display on portable devices.
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Task objectives
The main objectives of the Task are:
-Automatic video annotation:
• Event and highlight modelling; • Extraction of basic video features; • Automatic detection of highlights.
-User-centered design of interfaces for small screen devices:
• User and device profiling (modelling of user preferences and device characteristics); • Design of adaptive interfaces that minimize the user interaction and adapt to user profiles and devices characteristics; • Solutions for effective visualization.
-Define and test indexes of representation quality.
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Video analysis and adaptation
Unified framework for video annotation and adaptation.
Content-based video adaptation for sport videos. 
Performance evaluation
New user-centered performance evaluation metrics.
Viewing Quality Loss Bit Rate Cost Increase
Guidelines for interface design of mobile devices
Investigation of guidelines for the design of DL interfaces for mobile devices:
-Navigation concepts and styles -Search and Search results presentation -On-screen keyboard -Data entry -Color coding -Localization -Help functions -Use of buttons -User profiling and adaptation determinants.
Expert and user-based evaluation of the prototype system.
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User interface
Extension of the UML activity diagram to model the small screen user interfaces.
Definition of a set of Atomic Interaction Unit (AIU) to capture user interface information flows and heuristics for their generation based on:
-The exchanged data characteristics; -The mobile device characteristics.
AIU based UML activity diagram detailed specification (11 AIUs formally defined).
Implementation of a prototype system for generation of small screen interfaces including:
-AIU activity diagram editor; -Heuristic implementation; -Interfaces generator.
User interaction design
User interaction description (XML) 
Results
Unified framework for video annotation and adaptation:
-Content-based video adaptation for sport videos.
-Guidelines for interface design for mobile devices.
-Extension of the UML activity diagram to model the small screen user interfaces.
-Definition of a set of atomic interaction unit (AIU) to capture user interface information flows and heuristics for their generation.
Future perspectives
Future perspectives:
-Exploitation of classes of relevance defined in an ontology: by means of user's feedback optimal summary of the video are automatically constructed, not limited to content transcoding.
-Creation of adaptive multimedia presentations of the video content by managing the different modalities embedded into the videos: video, audio and text.
-Extension of the user interface envisioned to be used on a mobile device. This may communicate with the video server that provides and assembles the summary to decide which parts of the videos are the most interesting for the user. In this way, the interface can adapt itself in order to alert the user that a particularly interesting highlight is being shown.
